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Razor 2: Hidden Skies tries gallantly to emulate the shmups of yore, but falls flat not for want of creativity (though it could
certainly use a bit more), but inexcusable\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ups on the game mechanics themselves.

The game attempts, in some places, to be a bullet hell game but the hitbox of your ship is extremely large and does not even
match the graphic - it awkwardly extends out an uncertain distance to both sides, but does not seem to include the nose of the
fighter. Furthermore, the areas extend visually farther than your actual range of motion, but this is impossible to tell without
running right into an invisible wall. In several areas, enemies park right on this wall, giving the illusion that you can zip around
them to avoid fire and take them out, right up until you crash into them headlong making the attempt. This is made even more
unweildly by the boss fights that zoom the camera out, supposedly to impress you with how big the boss is. Sadly the net result is
that now you can see even more but have the same narrow movement lane, exacerbating the problem even more.

Two subweapons are heat-seeking with auto targetting, but there is no mechanic to choose what you'd like to target - the game
seems to completely arbitrarily choose for you, and even if the lock-on happens to be a priority target, anything flying in the
path of your slow-traveling relativistic missiles will intercept them and explode instead. (Which prompts the question of how
does a missile travelling at relativistic speeds even work, and if it does why are they so bloody slow?) The bosses are all recycled
variants of each other - fight three tanks, then fight three spinning satellite things, then... etc.

Unfortunately the problems do not stop there. Movement is imprecise and jerky. Combine this with the awkard hitboxes and
you've committed a cardinal sin in the shmup genre - dodging is effectively impossible in places, though this doesn't matter a
terrible lot since to cover for this the game slathers you in multiple shields which partially refresh upon each pick-up. Despite
that fact, you still take a lot of hits simply because your hitbox isn't where you think it is, and it's nigh impossible to guage where
its limits are precisely, since it extends well beyond the ship graphic. Unfortunately, the pickups themselves don't make a
terrible lot of sense. One of the most common is Energy, which restores a pip on your Energy meter. Which is grand, only the
game never quite explains what Energy is for or why you want it, despite being able to upgrade your ship batteries to have more
of it. Oh well, free shields I guess!

In general the game is horridly unpolished. The translation is riddled with grammatical errors, word misuse, and typos (I'm not
sure what a Gravity Riffle is). Each mission has a cheesy low-quality text-to-speech mission introduction voiceover, only it gets
a few words into it before the explosions start and the rest is completely drowned out. Oops. Hope it wasn't important. Soon
after starting the second mission, the primary fire input became stuck and I was essentially on autofire for the rest of the game.
Which isn't all bad I suppose, except with the input stuck, I became unable to read mission briefings (not a tremendous loss
since they're an exercise in bad English and misspelled words) and upon finishing and going to the main menu it would spam me
right into a new game on Easy Mode, not allowing me to change settings or even exit the game. I had to alt-tab and manually kill
it.

In short, I can't recommend this game at all, even to die-hard shmup fans, unless you seriously need a fix and simply cannot find
something else to scratch the itch.. Very underated game. People compare it to trine because of the idea of having multiple
characters with different abilities to solve puzzles, but having played them both back to back (trine first, then this game) this
game has a very unique feel to it.

Pros:
-7 characters to use and it is easy to switch seamlessly between them, every character is assigned a shortcut key, it will take
some time to learn them all but once you do switching between all 7 becomes seamless, there is also a character wheel you can
use while you get used to the shortcuts.
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-each character has different combat abilites, while the combat is not deep, I did enjoy it more than trine. In trine I always
found I would just hang back with the archer and shoot everyone, this game gives you more variety in how you handle combat
and in later levels it forces you to use all your characters in battles.

-very inventive puzzles, this is not a physics based game, and while some of the puzzles are cookie cutter a good deal of them
are brilliantly done. You will spend a few minutes trying to figure out what to do and then you will actually have to execute your
plan, quickly in many cases since many of the puzzles are timed. Except for one puzzle at the very end of the game, I enjoyed
the puzzles in this game tremendously

Cons:

-bosses are simple learn pattern, attack, rinse repeat kind of affairs. I did enjoy the last boss battle, but the other bosses were
pretty simple and a bit repetitive.

Overall, I had a lot of fun with this game, it does lack a certain level of polish but if your into puzzle platformers with a nice mix
of action thrown in you could do a lot worse than this game.. Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.. Career mode is
very in depth and engaging. Racing is like an arcade pinball machine, the AI won't race around you or give you space. If you
cross their path, guess what ... they're driving straight through you and taking you out of the race.

Online multiplayer is full of muppets even in the ranked section.. brb looking for the keynotes of the piano bgm~
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\u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2610 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2610 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)
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$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2611 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. I will give this game a reluctant thumbs up..

It's interesting, but certainly not the kind of game everyone will love, - or even like.

It's very casual and takes a bit of patience and imagination to get enjoyment from. But watching the walls and trees and furniture
around you turn from black and white to color is a nice artistic touch that I think is the best selling point of this game.

To find out how I scored this early access game, watch my 'First Play of a COMPLETE Game & my Review" video here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Xdk3snyY2uE. I'm hooked to Tempest 2000. I would prefer a Tempest 3000.
But I will not pollute my living room with a Jaguar-Console or a Nuon-compatible DVD player...
Now I have this! (again)
It even comes with original PSX feel. Same buttons, same copyright disclaimer...
Well, its just a emulation, as it seems. It even asks if I want to use the Memory Card in slot1.

But it lets me play N2O again. <3
. A fun, tight platforming game that really shows how a small handful of mechanics can be pushed extremely far.
Absolutely loving it so far! The visuals are clear, the sounds are awesome, and the gameplay just...feels right.

Also it's oddly amusing watching Mike die, so the trickier segments become a lot more fun, rather than frustrating.

I imagine this game might be fun for speed runners too, given the tightness of the game play. It even has a built in timer!

Definitely reccomending this one! :D. Adds some really nice variety to the game. Well, wow. I bought this visual novel on a
whim when I picked up KIndred Spirits, so I guess my expectations were non-existent. Yes, I had heard of Innocent Grey
before, but I never got around to playing Kara no Shoujo, which from first glance appears to be nothing like Flowers. Anyway,
that said. Innocent Grey is a truly impressive company. I don't believe you'll find a visual novel, on Steam, with such production
values. The art is great, the sprites are great, music fitting, characters are actually interesting, and the story is never really boring
despite how mundane one would think the setting is. In fact the story is also laced with little mysteries that actually make you
think. The story itself is endearing, frustrating, and on a few occasions heart-breaking. For 20 dollars full price, this visual novel
is a steal. And I personally, can't wait for the sequels! And ah! Before I forget, the translation is top-notch. As an avid visual
novel reader, this fact simply can't be ignored. It just reads so damn well.

I did however make a mistake of doing the true route first, yes there is a true route for the series' continuity. It left me with
bitter feelings towards the other heroine, who in the end is a side what if route anyway. So my 21 hours is for one route only.. It
is that kind of game that make you remember old days full of arcade games!
Is better than nothing! Is better than other arcade games i played!. Great retro-inspired game play!. Had more than \u00a312
worth of enjoyment out of this game. The reload mechanics and precision that you can achieve is really well executed. Everyone
who has come to have a go on the Vive has been really impressed by what is still a game mid development.

The new maps and weapons are good fun - looking forward to seeing what will come next, if it happened to be nothing I
wouldn't feel cheated.

I really cant see why people are giving this bad reviews, just a really good zombie shooter, that can easily scare the cr*p out of
you.

My only complaint is the big mutant zombie on the first map but that is personal taste - I prefer a classic zombie.. This game is
fairly new, i'll give it that, but it needs to be fixed.
Not really a tutorial, poorly written, grammar mistakes that makes the text seem purposeless and sound like gibberish to me.
No button labels, poorly made ants (and ant physics) and i don't know why or how this game works.
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i expected it had some flaws, but not to the point that it is unplayable
I will fix my review, when the game is fixed (because the problems look fixable to me).
Devs, feel free to reach out for suggestions. (Not only by me, but all the others who have written a review too.)
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